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Emerging Energy Systems
Why Should Utilities be Interested?

- Potential New Load
  - Load Leveling
  - Exiting Infrastructure in Northern Latitudes
- V2G
  - More renewables
- PHEV Vehicles in Utility Fleet
- Climate Change
- Depletion of Fossil Fuels
- Enhance Corporate Image
MH Collaboration with CEATI

- 20 member utilities
  - Leverage R&D funding
- Tremendous interest in PHEV
- MH offered participation in PHEV demo
  - Several interested parties
  - Room for more
  - Low cost
  - Need to finish developing monitoring system
- Potential for other PHEV projects
  - V2G
  - Effect on grid
“Good judgement comes from experience, and a lot of that comes from bad judgement”
Thank You
Any Easy Questions?
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